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Zumba- A low impact, yet high energy cardiovascular workout utilizing Latin influence
and hip hop dance choreography.
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Cycle- A cardiovascular, interval type class that simulates hills, sprints, and downhill
racing in which the focus is cardiovascular, power, and endurance training. Class size is
limited to number of bikes available at the facility.
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R.I.P.P.E.D. (Resistance, Intervals, Power, Plyometrics, Endurance, & Diet) Exercises based around having muscles exert maximum force in as short a time as
possible, with the goal of increasing both speed and power. An interval / circuit
style class format.
Yoga Sweat- Postures and movements designed to increase strength, flexibility,
balance, and relaxation. Class offers variations from beginner to advanced.
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Gentle Yoga- Acceptable for all levels, but intended for beginners, or those looking
for a more relaxed practice.
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Turbo Kick- A fun and high energy class which includes contact-free kicking,
punching and combination moves that are intended to challenge your muscular
and cardiovascular systems.
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STRONG- A choreographed strength training and cardio routine. Enjoy a full body
program that is designed to move to the beat. Enjoy your workout while you sweat
with the music.
Insanity/P90X- This class is a high intensity, full body strength and cardio workout that
will challenge you time after time.
Tabata – This time focused class sets up specific GO and REST intervals such as :40 go to
:20 rest for 4 rounds. The exercises are mixed between strength and cardio. This class
will surly get your heart pumping!
Pilates- This mat based class will help to strengthen your core, gluteus, hips, and more.
Specifically designed moves will target muscles you’ve never uncovered in the past!
Muscle Pump- This full body focused workout will surely build your strength and
agility. Open to beginners through advanced athletes, this class is a one-stop shop.
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